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Abstract

Capturing the interactions between humans and their
environment in 3D is important for many applications in
robotics, graphics, and vision. Recent works to reconstruct
the 3D human and object from a single RGB image do not
have consistent relative translation across frames because
they assume a fixed depth. Moreover, their performance
drops significantly when the object is occluded. In this
work, we propose a novel method to track the 3D human,
object, contacts, and relative translation across frames from
a single RGB camera, while being robust to heavy occlu-
sions. Our method is built on two key insights. First, we
condition our neural field reconstructions for human and
object on per-frame SMPL model estimates obtained by
pre-fitting SMPL to a video sequence. This improves neu-
ral reconstruction accuracy and produces coherent relative
translation across frames. Second, human and object mo-
tion from visible frames provides valuable information to
infer the occluded object. We propose a novel transformer-
based neural network that explicitly uses object visibil-
ity and human motion to leverage neighboring frames to
make predictions for the occluded frames. Building on
these insights, our method is able to track both human
and object robustly even under occlusions. Experiments
on two datasets show that our method significantly im-
proves over the state-of-the-art methods. Our code and pre-
trained models are available at: https://virtualhumans.mpi-
inf.mpg.de/VisTracker.

1. Introduction
Perceiving and understanding human as well as their in-

teraction with the surroundings has lots of applications in
robotics, gaming, animation and virtual reality etc. Ac-
curate interaction capture is however very hard. Early
works employ high-end systems such as dense camera ar-
rays [8, 17, 37] that allow accurate capture but are expen-
sive to deploy. Recent works [6, 34, 36] reduce the require-
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Figure 1. From a monocular RGB video, our method tracks the
human, object and contacts between them even under occlusions.

ment to multi-view RGBD cameras but it is still compli-
cated to setup the full capture system hence is not friendly
for consumer-level usage. This calls for methods that can
capture human-object interaction from a single RGB cam-
era, which is more convenient and user-friendly.

However, reasoning about the 3D human and object
from monocular RGB images is very challenging. The
lack of depth information makes the predictions suscepti-
ble to depth-scale ambiguity, leading to temporally inco-
herent tracking. Furthermore, the object or human can get
heavily occluded, making inference very hard. Prior work
PHOSA [89] relies on hand-crafted heuristics to reduce the
ambiguity but such heuristic-based method is neither very
accurate nor scalable. More recently, CHORE [79] com-
bines neural field reconstructions with model based fitting
obtaining promising results. However, CHORE, assumes
humans are at a fixed depth from the camera and predicts
scale alone, thereby losing the important relative transla-
tion across frames. Another limitation of CHORE is that it
is not robust under occlusions as little information is avail-
able from single-frame when the object is barely visible.
Hence CHORE often fails in these cases, see Fig. 3.

In this work, we propose the first method that can track
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both human and object accurately from monocular RGB
videos. Our approach combines neural field predictions
and model fitting, which has been consistently shown to be
more effective than directly regressing pose [4–6, 79]. In
contrast to existing neural field based reconstruction meth-
ods [60,79], we can do tracking including inference of rela-
tive translation. Instead of assuming a fixed depth, we con-
dition the neural field reconstructions (for object and hu-
man) on per frame SMPL estimates (SMPL-T) including
translation in camera space obtained by pre-fitting SMPL to
the video sequence. This results in coherent translation and
improved neural reconstruction. In addition, we argue that
during human-object interaction, the object motion is highly
correlated with the human motion, which provides us valu-
able information to recover the object pose even when it is
occluded (see Fig. 1 column 3-4). To this end, we propose
a novel transformer based network that leverages the hu-
man motion and object motion from nearby visible frames
to predict the object pose under heavy occlusions.

We evaluate our method on the BEHAVE [6] and Inter-
Cap dataset [35]. Experiments show that our method can
robustly track human, object and realistic contacts between
them even under heavy occlusions and significantly outper-
forms the currrent state of the art method, CHORE [79].
We further ablate the proposed SMPL-T conditioning and
human and visibility aware object pose prediction network
and demonstrate that they are key for accurate human-object
interaction tracking.
In summary, our key contributions include:

• We propose the first method that can jointly track full-
body human interacting with a movable object from a
monocular RGB camera.

• We propose SMPL-T conditioned interaction fields,
predicted by a neural network that allows consistent
4D tracking of human and object.

• We introduce a novel human and visibility aware ob-
ject pose prediction network along with an object visi-
bility prediction network that can recover object poses
even under heavy occlusions.

• Our code and pretrained models are publicly available
to foster future research in this direction.

2. Related Work
In this section, we first review recent works that deal

with human or object pose estimation and tracking sepa-
rately. We then discuss recent progresses that model human
and object interactions and works that deal with occlusions
explicitly.

Human or object pose estimation and tracking. Af-
ter the introduction of SMPL [49] body model, tremen-
dous progress has been made in human mesh recovery

(HMR) from single images [2, 3, 7, 18, 43, 51, 54] or videos
[20, 40, 55, 56, 87]. We refer readers to a recent review of
HMR methods in [69]. On the other hand, deep learning
method has also significantly improved object 6D pose es-
timation from single RGB images [22,25,33,45,50,52,72].
However, object pose tracking has received less attention
and most works focus on RGBD inputs [21, 64, 74, 75, 92].
Two works explore the camera localization ideas from
SLAM communities and can track object from RGB videos
[48, 67]. Nevertheless, they heavily rely on visual evidence
and the performance is unknown under heavy occlusions.
They also do not track human-object interactions.

Human-object interaction. Modelling human object
interaction is an emerging research topic in recent years.
Hand-object interaction is studied with works modelling
hand-object interaction from RGB [19, 24, 30, 38, 83],
RGBD [9, 11, 28] or 3D inputs [10, 53, 68, 93]. There
are also works that model human interacting with a static
scene [27, 29, 34, 62, 76, 84, 85] or deformable surface [46].
More recently, the release of BEHAVE [6] and InterCap
[35] datasets allows bench-marking of full-body interact-
ing with a movable object. However, human-object in-
teraction capture usually deploys multi-view RGB [66] or
RGBD [6, 9, 20, 28, 28, 34, 35, 91] cameras. Only a few
works [73, 79, 89] reconstruct dynamic human and object
from monocular RGB input and our experiments show that
they are not suitable for tracking.

Pose estimation under occlusion. Most existing meth-
ods assume occlusion-free input images hence are not ro-
bust under occlusions. Only a few methods address hu-
man pose estimation under partial occlusions [26, 41, 42,
57, 58, 90] or long term occlusions [87]. For object pose
estimation, pixel-wise voting [52] and self-occlusion [22]
are explored for more robust prediction under occlusions.
More recently, TP-AE [92] predicts object occlusion ratio
to guide pose estimation but relies on depth input. Although
being impressive on separate human or object pose estima-
tion, these methods do not reason about human-object in-
teraction. Our method is the first one that takes both human
and object visibility into account for interaction tracking.

3. Method
We present a novel method for jointly tracking the hu-

man, the object and the contacts between them, in 3D,
from a monocular RGB video. The first main challenge in
monocular tracking is the estimation of human and object
translations in camera space due to the depth-scale ambigu-
ity problem. Existing method, CHORE [79], reconstructs
human and object at a fixed depth to the camera, leading
to inconsistent 3D translation across frames. Our key idea
is to fit a SMPL model with single shape parameters to
a video sequence to obtain consistent relative translation
across frames. We call the estimated SMPL as SMPL-T
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Figure 2. Given an input RGB sequence of a human interacting with an object and their corresponding human-object masks (A), we aim to
reconstruct and track the 3D human, object and the contacts between them (E). Our first key idea is a SMPL-T conditioned interaction field
network (SIF-Net, details in Sec. 3.3) that predicts neural fields conditioned on estimated SMPL meshes in camera space (col. B, SMPL-
T, details in Sec. 3.2). SMPL-T conditioning provides us temporally consistent relative translation, which is important for coherent 4D
tracking. Our second key insight is to predict object pose under occlusions (D) leveraging human motion and object visibility information
(HVOP-Net, details in Sec. 3.4). This prediction provides robust object tracking for frames with heavy occlusion. We then jointly optimize
human and object (details in Sec. 3.5) to satisfy image observations and contact constraints.

and describe it in more details in Sec. 3.2. Based on the
estimated SMPL-T, we then jointly model the 3D human,
object and the interactions using our proposed SMPL-T con-
ditioned Interaction Fields network (SIF-Net, Sec. 3.3)

Object tracking from a single-frame only, is difficult
when the object is barely visible. Hence we introduce a
Human and Visibility aware Object Pose Network (HVOP-
Net) that leverages human and object motion from visible
frames to recover the object under occlusion (Sec. 3.4). We
then use the SIF-Net and HVOP-Net outputs to optimize
SMPL model and object pose parameters of this sequence to
satisfy neural prediction and image observations (Sec. 3.5).
An overview of our approach can be found in Fig. 2.

3.1. Preliminaries

In this work, we focus on a single human interacting
with an object, which is a common setting in other hand-
object interaction [68, 83, 93] and full body-object inter-
action works [6, 35, 79]. We represent human using the
SMPL [49] body model H(θ,β) that parameterises the 3D
human mesh using pose θ (including global translation) and
shape β parameters. The object is represented by a known
mesh template and we estimate the rotation Ro ∈ SO(3)
and translation to ∈ R3 parameters. Given a video se-
quence {I1, ..., IT } where Ii ∈ RH×W×5 (RGB, human
and object masks), our goal is to estimate the SMPL shape
β, a sequence of SMPL pose Θ = {θ1, ...,θT }, object rota-

tion Ro = {Ro
1, ...,R

o
T } and translation T o = {to1, ..., toT }

parameters that satisfy 2D image observation and realistic
interaction constraints between the human and the object.

3.2. SMPL-T: Temporally consistent SMPL meshes
in camera space

Our first step is to obtain SMPL meshes in camera space
that have consistent translation in a video sequence. We
leverage 2D body keypoint predictions from openpose [12]
and natural motion smoothness for this. Specifically, we
use FrankMocap [59] to initialise SMPL-T pose Θ =
{θ1, ...,θT } and shape B = {β1, ...,βT } parameters for
a sequence of images. Note here the original SMPL meshes
from FrankMocap are centered at origin. We average the
SMPL-T shape parameters over the sequence as the shape
for the person and optimize the SMPL-T global translation
and body poses to minimize 2D reprojection and temporal
smoothness error:

E(Θ) = λJ2DLJ2D + λregLreg + λaLaccel + λpiLpi (1)

where LJ2D is the sum of body keypoint reprojection losses
[7] over all frames and Lreg is a regularization on body
poses using priors learned from data [49, 51, 70]. Laccel is a
temporal smoothness term that penalizes large accelerations
over SMPL-T vertices Hi: Laccel =

∑T−2
i=0 ||Hi − 2Hi+1 +

Hi+2||22. Lpi, an L2 loss between optimized and initial body
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pose, prevents the pose from deviating too much from ini-
tialization. λ∗ denotes the loss weights detailed in Supp.

Note that this optimization does not guarantee that we
get the absolute translation in the world coordinates, it
just ensures that our predictions will be consistent with the
SMPL model over a sequence, i.e. we will be off by one
rigid transformation for the entire sequence.

3.3. SIF-Net: SMPL-T conditioned interaction field

Our SMPL-T provides translation about the human but
does not reason about the object and the interaction between
them. Existing method CHORE [79] can jointly reason
human and object but their humans are predicted at fixed
depth. Our key idea is to leverage our SMPL-T meshes to
jointly reason human, object and interaction while having
consistent relative translation. We model this using a single
neural network which we call SIF-Net. The input to SIF-
Net consists of RGB image, human and object masks, and
our estimated SMPL-T. With features from SMPL-T and in-
put images, it then predicts interaction field which consists
of human and object distance fields, SMPL part correspon-
dence field, object pose and visibility field.

SIF-Net feature encoding. Existing neural implicit
methods [60, 61, 79] rely mainly on features from input im-
age, a main reason that limits their human prediction at fixed
depth. Instead, we extract features from both our estimated
SMPL-T meshes and input image, providing more distinct
features for the query points along the same ray. Inspired by
EG3D [13], we use the triplane representation for SMPL-T
feature learning due to its efficiency. Specifically, we use
orthographic camera πo(·), to render the SMPL-T mesh sil-
houette from right, back and top-down views and obtain
three images Sr

i ,S
b
i ,S

t
i respectively, where Si ∈ RH×W ,

see supplementary for more visualization. Note here the tri-
plane origin is placed at our SMPL-T mesh center (Fig. 2
B). We then train an image encoder f tri(·) that extracts a
pixel aligned feature grid Dj

i ∈ RHc×Wc×C from each
rendered view Sj

i , where j ∈ {r, b, t} and Hc,Wc, C are
the feature grid dimensions. To extract features for a query
point p ∈ R3, we project p into the three planes using the
same orthographic projection πo

p = πo(p) and extract local
features Dp

i = (Dr
i (π

o
p),D

b
i (π

o
p),D

t
i(π

o
p)) using bilinear

interpolation.
In addition to the SMPL-T features, SIF-Net also ex-

tracts information from input images. More specifically,
we train an image encoder f enc(·) to extract feature grid
Zi ∈ RHf×Wf×Cf from input image Ii ∈ RH×W×5,
here Hf ,Wf , Cf and H,W are feature grid and input im-
age dimensions respectively. Given query point p ∈ R3,
we project it to 2D image using full perspective projec-
tion πp = π(p) and extract pixel-aligned features Zp

i =
Zi(πp). The input image feature is concatenated with the
SMPL-T feature to form an input and translation aware

point feature: Fp
i = (Zp

i ,D
p
i ).

SIF-Net predictions. From the point feature Fp
i

discussed above, we predict our interaction fields that
jointly model human, object and their contacts, similar to
CHORE [79]. Specifically, we predict the unsigned dis-
tances to human and object surfaces using fu : Fp

i 7→ R2
≥0.

This allows fitting the SMPL mesh and object template by
minimizing the predicted distances at mesh vertices. We
can also infer contacts, as the points having small distances
to both human and object surfaces. For more robust SMPL
fitting [4] and modelling which body part the object point
is in contact with, we predict SMPL part correspondence
using fp : Fp

i 7→ {1, 2, ...,K} where K is the number
of SMPL parts. For more accurate object fitting, we addi-
tionally predict object rotation with fR : Fp

i 7→ R3×3 and
translation with f c : Fp

i 7→ R3. The predicted 3 × 3 ma-
trix is projected to SO(3) using symmetric orthogonaliza-
tion [44]. At test time, we first use fu to find points on the
object surface [16] and take the average rotation and transla-
tion predictions of these points as the object pose. To handle
occlusions, we also predict the object visibility field using
f vis : Fp

i 7→ [0, 1]. The visibility is useful to recover the
object pose under occlusion, see more details in Sec. 3.4.

Why use triplane to encode SMPL-T? A direct alterna-
tive to triplane based SMPL-T encoding is to find the closest
point in SMPL-T mesh and concatenate that coordinate to
the point features. But such a method is slow (computing
point to surface distance) and does not allow flexible learn-
ing of local and global features. Another choice is to vox-
elize the SMPL-T mesh and extract point local features us-
ing IF-Nets [15] but such a method is still expensive. There-
fore we chose the more efficient triplane representation to
encode our estimated SMPL-T meshes.

Implementation. Our SMPL-T feature extractor f tri is
shared for three views and trained end to end with image
encoder f enc and other neural field predictors. At train-
ing time, we input the renderings from ground truth SMPL
meshes and train the network to predict GT labels. At test
time, we obtain the SMPL-T meshes using Eq. (1). In or-
der to have smoother SMPL-T feature in a sequence, we
use SmoothNet [88] to smooth the optimized SMPL param-
eters. We evaluate this component and provide more imple-
mentation details in supplementary.

3.4. HVOP-Net: Human and Visibility aware Ob-
ject Pose under occlusions

Our SIF-Net recovers translation and more accurate ob-
ject pose. However, the object pose prediction under very
heavy occlusions remains challenging because no image ev-
idence from single frame is available for accurate predic-
tion, see Fig. 5. Our key idea is to use the SMPL-T and
object pose from other visible frames to predict the object
of occluded frames. To this end, we first predict object vis-
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ibility scores in each image, which are then leveraged to-
gether with the human evidence from neighbouring frames
to predict the object poses of the occluded frames.

Object visibility score. Our visibility score denotes how
much the object is visible in the input image. We train a
visibility decoder f vis(·), a prediction head of SIF-Net, that
takes a point feature Fp

i as input and predicts visibility score
vi ∈ [0, 1] for frame i. At test time, we first use the neural
object distance predictor fu to find object surface points
[16] and then take the average visibility predictions of these
points as the object visibility score for this image.

Object pose prediction under heavy occlusion. Our
goal now is to predict accurate object pose for heavily oc-
cluded frames. We consider frames whose visibility score
vi is smaller than δ = 0.5 as the occluded frames. Inspired
by works from motion infill [23, 39] and synthesis [86, 91],
we design our HVOP-Net that leverages transformer [71]
and explicitly takes the human motion and object visibility
into account to recover object pose under heavy occlusions.

More specifically, we first use a transformer fs(·) to ag-
gregate temporal information of the SMPL-T poses: fs :
RT×|θi| 7→ RT×Dhs , where |θi| is the SMPL pose dimen-
sion and Dhs is the hidden feature dimension. Similarly, we
use a transformer fo(·) to aggregate temporal information
of the object poses: fo : RT×Do 7→ RT×Dho . Note here
the SMPL-T transformer fs attends to all frames while the
object transformer fo only attends to frames where object is
visible (vi ≥ δ). We then concatenate the SMPL-T and ob-
ject features and use another transformer f comb to aggregate
both human and object information and predict the object
poses: f comb : RT×(Dhs+Dho) 7→ RT×Do . The joint trans-
former f comb attends to all frames. Our experiments show
that our HVOP-Net is important to accurately predict object
pose under heavy occlusions, see Fig. 5.

Implementation. The visibility decoder f vis is trained
end to end with other SIF-Net components using L2 loss.
The GT visibility score is computed as the number of visi-
ble object pixels (from object mask) divided by total num-
ber of object pixels (from GT object rendering). To train
our HVOP-Net, we randomly zero out the object pose for
a small clip of the input sequence and provide ground truth
SMPL and object poses for other frames as input. We train
our network to accept input sequence of a fixed length but
at test time, the sequence can have various length and ob-
ject occlusion can last for a longer time. To this end, we use
an auto-regressive algorithm to recover the object pose of a
full video, similar to [87]. At test time, we use SIF-Net ob-
ject pose predictions and zero out highly occluded frames
based on the predicted visibility scores. We empirically
find that having smooth object pose as input is helpful for
more accurate prediction. Hence we use SmoothNet [88]
to smooth SIF-Net object pose predictions before inputing
them to HVOP-Net. The evaluation of this component and

more training details are described in our supplementary.

3.5. Visibility aware joint optimization

To obtain SMPL and object meshes that align with input
images and satisfy contact constraints, we leverage our net-
work predictions from Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4 to formulate a
robust joint optimization objective. Our goal is to obtain an
optimal set of parameters Φ = {Θ,β,Ro, T o} for SMPL
pose, shape, object rotation and translation respectively. We
initialize the SMPL parameters from our estimated SMPL-
T (Eq. (1)) and object parameters from our HVOP-Net pre-
dictions (Sec. 3.4). Inspired by CHORE [79], our energy
function consists of human data Eh

data, object data Eo
data,

contact data Ec
data and SMPL pose prior term Ereg:

E(Φ) = Eh
data + Eo

data + Ec
data + Ereg. (2)

here Ereg is a body pose and shape prior loss [49]. We ex-
plain other loss data terms next.
Human data term. Eh

data minimizes the discrep-
ancy between SIF-Net prediction and SMPL meshes as
well as a temporal smoothness error: Eh

data(Θ,β) =∑T
i=1 L

h
neural(θi,β)+λahLaccel(Θ), where Laccel is the same

used in Eq. (1). Lh
neural pushes the SMPL vertices to the

zero-level set of the human distance field represented by
neural predictor fu,h

i and forces correct SMPL part loca-
tions predicted by fp

i :

Eh
neural(Θ,β) =

T∑
i=1

(
∑

p∈H(θi,β)

(λh min(fu,h
i (Fp

i ), δh)+

λpLp(lp, f
p
i (F

p
i )))) (3)

here lp is the predefined SMPL part label [4] of SMPL ver-
tex p and Lp is the categorical cross entropy loss function.
δh is a small clamping value.
Object data term. We transform the object template ver-
tices O ∈ R3×N using object pose parameters of frame i
by: O′

i = Ro
iO+ toi . Intuitively, the object vertices should

lie on the zero-level set of the object distance field repre-
sented by fu,o

i and the rendered silhouette should match the
2D object mask Mo

i . Hence we formulate the loss as:

Eo
data(Ro, T o) =

T∑
i=1

vi(
∑
p∈O′

i

λo min(fu,o
i (Fp

i ), δo)

+ λoccLocc-sil(O
′
i,M

o
i )) + λaoLao (4)

where vi is the predicted object visibility score described
in Sec. 3.4. This down-weights the loss values of network
predictions for frames where object is occluded and allows
more temporal regularization. Locc-sil is an occlusion-aware
silhouette loss [89] and Lao is a temporal smoothness loss
applied to object vertices O′

i, similar to Laccel in Eq. (1).
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Contact data term. The contact data term [79] minimizes
the distance between human and object points that are pre-
dicted to be in contact:

Ec
data(Ro, T o) = λc

T∑
i=1

(

K∑
j=1

d(Hc
j (θi,β),O

c
ij)) (5)

here d(·, ·) is chamfer distance. We consider human points
on the jth body part of SMPL mesh Hi of frame i (denoted
as Hij) are in contact when their predicted distance to the
object is smaller than a threshold: Hc

j (θi,β) = {p|p ∈
Hij and fu,o

i (Fp
i ) ≤ ϵ}. Similarly, we find contact points

on object meshes with Oc
ij = {p|p ∈ O′

i and fu,h
i (Fp

i ) ≤
ϵ and fp

i (F
p
i ) = j}.

Please see Supp. for more details about loss weights λ∗.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first compare our method against ex-

isting approaches on tracking human and object and then
evaluate the key components of our methods. Our exper-
iments show that our method clearly outperforms existing
joint human object reconstruction method and our novel
SMPL-T conditioned interaction fields (SIF-Net) as well as
human and visibility aware object pose prediction (HVOP-
Net) works better than existing state of the art methods.

Baselines. (1) Joint human and object tracking. We
compare against PHOSA [89] and CHORE [79] in the joint
human-object reconstruction task. (2) Object pose pre-
diction. Our HVOP-Net leverages nearby (un-occluded)
frames to predict the object pose of occluded frames. We
compare this with a simple baseline that linearly interpo-
lates the object pose between visible frames to recover oc-
cluded poses. We also find similarity between our task and
motion smoothing/infilling. Hence we compare our HVOP-
Net with SoTA smoothing [88] and infill method [39].

Datasets. We conduct experiments on the BEHAVE [6]
and InterCap [35] dataset. (1) BEHAVE [6] captures 7
subjects interacting with 20 different objects in natural envi-
ronments and contains SMPL and object registrations anno-
tated at 1fps. We use the extended BEHAVE dataset, which
registers SMPL and object for BEHAVE sequences at 30
fps. We follow the official split [79] with 217 sequences for
training and 82 for testing. (2) InterCap [35] is a similar
dataset that captures 10 subjects interacting with 10 differ-
ent objects. The dataset comes with pseudo ground truth
SMPL and object registrations at 30fps. We train our model
on sequences from subject 01-08 (173 sequences) and test
on sequences from subject 09-10 (38 sequences).

We compare with CHORE [79] on the full test set of both
datasets. PHOSA [89] optimizes hundreds of random ob-
ject pose initialization per image hence the inference speed
is very slow (2min/image), which makes it infeasible to run
on full video sequences. Hence we compare with PHOSA

on key frames only, denoted as BEHAVE∗(3.9k images) and
InterCap∗(1.1k images) respectively. Due to the large num-
ber of frames in the full BEHAVE test set (127k frames),
we conduct other ablation experiments in a sub test set (42k
frames) of BEHAVE.

Evaluation metrics. (1) Joint human-object tracking.
We evaluate the performance of SMPL and object recon-
struction using Chamfer distance between predicted SMPL
and object meshes, and the ground truth. CHORE [79]
uses Procrustes alignment on combined SMPL and object
meshes for each frame before computing errors. However,
this does not reflect the real accuracy in terms of the rel-
ative translation between nearby frames in a video. In-
spired by the world space errors proposed by SPEC [42]
and GLAMR [87], we propose to perform joint Procrustes
alignment in a sliding window, as also used in SLAM eval-
uations [31, 65]. More specifically, we combine all SMPL
and object vertices within a sliding window and compute
a single optimal Procrustes alignment to the ground truth
vertices. This alignment is then applied to all SMPL and
object vertices within this window and Chamfer distance of
SMPL and object meshes are computed respectively. We
report both the errors using per-frame alignment (w=1) and
alignment with a sliding window of 10s (w=10).
(2) Object only evaluation. For experiments evaluating ob-
ject pose only, we evaluate the rotation accuracy using rota-
tion angle [32]. The object translation error is computed as
the distance between reconstructed and GT translation. We
report all errors in centimetre in our experiments.

4.1. Evaluation of tracking results

Dateset Methods Align w=1 Align w=10
SMPL ↓ Obj. ↓ SMPL ↓ Obj. ↓

BEHAVE CHORE 5.55 10.02 18.33 20.32
Ours 5.25 8.04 7.81 8.49

BEHAVE∗
PHOSA 12.86 26.90 27.01 59.08
CHORE 5.54 10.12 21.28 22.39
Ours 5.24 7.89 8.24 8.49

InterCap CHORE 7.12 12.59 16.11 21.05
Ours 6.76 10.32 9.35 11.38

InterCap∗
PHOSA 11.20 20.57 24.16 43.06
CHORE 7.01 12.81 16.10 21.08
Ours 6.78 10.34 9.35 11.54

Table 1. Human and object tracking results on BEHAVE [6] and
InterCap [35] datasets (unit: cm). * denotes key frames only. w
is the temporal window size used for Procrustes alignment where
w=1 means per-frame Procrustes and w=10 means alignment over
a sliding window of 10s. We can see our method clearly outper-
forms baseline PHOSA [89] and CHORE [79] in all metrics.

We compare our human and object tracking results
against baseline PHOSA [89] and CHORE [79] and report
the errors in Tab. 1. Note that the comparison with PHOSA
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Main results figure

Input CHORE Ours CHORE - side Ours - sidePHOSA PHOSA - side

Figure 3. Comparison with PHOSA [89] and CHORE [79] on BEHAVE [6] (row 1-2) and InterCap [35] (row 3-4). PHOSA’s object pose
optimization often gets stuck in local minima due to heavy occlusions. CHORE also fails to predict accurate object pose as it does not fully
explore the human, temporal and visibility information while our method can robustly track human and object in these challenging cases.

and CHORE is not strictly fair as they do not use temporal
information. Nevertheless they are our closest baselines and
we show that our method outperforms them using per-frame
alignment and is significantly better under a more relevant
evaluation metric (align w=10) for video tracking. We also
show qualitative comparisons in Fig. 3. It can be seen that
both PHOSA and CHORE are not able to accurately cap-
ture the object under heavy occlusions while our method is
more robust under these challenging occlusion cases.

4.2. Importance of SMPL-T conditioning

We propose to condition our interaction field predictions
on SMPL-T meshes, we evaluate this for the joint tracking
task in Tab. 2. Our SMPL-T conditioning allows us to ob-
tain consistent relative translation instead of predicting the
human at fixed depth. This significantly reduces the error
when evaluating using alignment of temporal sliding win-

Method w/o SMPL-T w/o HVOP-Net w/o joint opt. Ours
SMPL ↓ 14.40 8.05 8.20 8.03
Obj. ↓ 17.29 9.36 16.02 8.23

Table 2. Ablation studies. We report the joint tracking error (cm)
after an alignment window of 10s. It can be seen that our proposed
SMPL-T conditioning, HVOP-Net and joint optimization are im-
portant to achieve the best results.

dow, see Tab. 2 and qualitative examples in Supp.

Note that the SIF-Net prediction relies on the estimated
SMPL-T discussed in Sec. 3.2. We also evaluate how the
noisy SMPL-T predictions can affect the joint tracking per-
formance. We input GT SMPL to our SIF-Net and HVOP-
Net to predict the object pose and perform joint optimiza-
tion. The object errors (Chamfer distance in cm) are: 17.29
(w/o SMPL-T cond.), 8.23 (w/ SMPL-T cond., ours), 6.50
(GT SMPL). Our method is robust and is close to the ideal
lower bound with GT SMPL.
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Figure 4. Object rotation(left) and translation(right) error vs. oc-
clusion (1-fully occluded) for variants of our method. Our full
model with HVOP-Net predicts more robust rotation in occlusions.

Figure 5: pose prediction

Input
w/o 

HVOP-Net Ours
Side: w/o 
HVOP-Net Side: ours

Figure 5. Importance of our HVOP-Net object pose prediction. We
can see that our HVOP-Net corrects erroneous object pose under
heavy occlusions. Better viewed after zoom in.

4.3. Importance of HVOP-Net

We propose a human and visibility aware object pose
prediction network (HVOP-Net) to reason about the object
under heavy occlusions. Without this component, the object
error is much higher (Tab. 2 column 3), which suggests the
importance of our HVOP-Net.

For the object pose prediction task, there are other sim-
ilar alternatives to HVOP-Net: 1). Linear interpolation
(SLERP), infill the object pose of invisible frames using
spherical linear interpolation between two visible frames.
2). SmoothNet [88], a fully connected neural network
trained to smooth the object motion. 3). CMIB [39], a
SoTA method for human motion infilling. To evaluate the
effectiveness of our HVOP-Net, we replace HVOP-Net with
these methods and run the full tracking pipeline respec-
tively. The SMPL errors are similar (deviate < 0.1cm) as
HVOP-Net only affects objects. We separate object error
into rotation (angle distance) and translation, and further
analyse the error under varying occlusion for CHORE, our
method (SMPL-T + HVOP-Net) and its variants (SMPL-T
+ SmoothNet/SLERP/CMIB) in Fig. 4.

All methods except CHORE predict similar translation
(due to SMPL-T cond.) but our HVOP-Net obtains clearly
more robust rotation under heavy occlusions. SmoothNet
smooths the object motion but cannot correct errors from
long-term occlusions. SLERP and CMIB [39] are able to
correct some pose errors but do not take the human con-
text into account hence cannot handle heavy occlusions very
well. Our method leverages the human motion and object
pose from visible frames hence achieves the best result. We
show one example where our HVOP-Net corrects the erro-
neous raw prediction in Fig. 5. Please see our supplemen-
tary for more examples.

NTU‐RGBD results

Input Ours Ours-side Input Ours Ours-side

Input CHORE Ours Input CHORE Ours

Figure 6. Results in NTU-RGBD dataset [47]. It can be seen that
our method generalizes well and wormks better than CHORE [79].

4.4. Generalization

To verify the generalization ability of our method, we ap-
ply our model trained on BEHAVE to the NTU-RGBD [47]
dataset. We leverage Detectron [78], interactive [63] and
video [14] segmentation to obtain the input human and ob-
ject masks. Two example comparisons with CHORE [79]
are shown in Fig. 6. We can see our method generalizes
well to NTU-RGBD and works better than CHORE. Please
see Supp. for evaluation details and more comparisons.

5. Limitations
Although our method works robustly under heavy oc-

clusions, there are still some limitations. For instance, we
assume known object templates for tracking. An interest-
ing direction is to build such a template from videos as
demonstrated by recent works [77,80–82]. Our method may
fail under challenging cases such as significant object pose
change under heavy occlusions. It can also make noisy pose
predictions when the object is symmetric or the pose is un-
common. Example failure cases are shown in Supp.

6. Conclusion
We present a novel method for tracking human, object

and realistic contacts between them from monocular RGB
cameras. Our first contribution is a SMPL-T conditioned
neural field network that allows consistent and more accu-
rate 3D reconstruction in a video sequence. Our second
contribution is a human motion and object visibility aware
network that can recover the object pose under heavy occlu-
sions. Our experiments show that our method significantly
outperforms state of the art methods in two datasets. Our
extensive ablations show that our SMPL-T conditioning and
HVOP-Net are important for accurate tracking. We also
show that our method generalizes well to another dataset
it is not trained on. Our code and model are released to
promote future research in this direction.
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